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Taro Alessandra

Taro has a Masters in Physics (Trieste, IT), 
PhD in Physical Oceanography 
(Southampton, UK) and a Business 
Diploma (St.Gallen, CH). He worked in 
Climate Physics and was until recently a 
Natural Catastrophe Reinsurance Senior 
Underwriter. Taro took coffee roasting 
SCA courses. He works 100% for Hosoe 
Caffè.

Alessandra has a Masters in Humanities 
(Trieste, IT) and PhD in Archaeology 
(UCL, UK). She worked on several 
archaeological projects and she’s now 
collaborating with the University of 
Liverpool on Luwian Archaeology. She 
works 30% for Hosoe Caffè. 



We buy green 
beans
We source green coffee 
via direct trade and 
intermediaries

We roast We pack and sell
We roast green coffee 
using our own roast 
profiles

We sell roasted beans and 
ground coffee



Our roastery at the DasProvisorium, Zurich Binz near Sihlcity

We are an Ethical Artisan 
Coffee Roastery

We provide excellent 
Coffee to Ethical 

consumers
and Ethical Coffee to 

Specialty Coffee lovers



Specialty Coffee

● Specialty coffee focus on taste profiles and to fulfill a certain 
lifestyle aesthetics

● Specialty Arabica Coffee has a technical definition, certified by 
“coffee tasters” called Q-Graders



Fairtrade  Direct Trade

● Fairtrade Certified products, are certified 
by the Fairtrading Labelling Organisation 
(FLO). They set rules on minimum price by 
product/region as well as labour and 
environmental practices for cooperatives. 
Note that not everyone can afford to pay 
for certifications.

● Direct Trade is normally a direct 
relationship between producer and 
importer which aims to reduce supply 
chain layers aiming to improve the 
socio-economic conditions of the 
producer. 

Ethiopia, Kaffa Forest near Diri (Photo: courtesy of Maria Müller)



Fair, Hip or both?

We are creating our niche market of conscious 
consumers of excellent coffee

Hipster, 
Fashionable, 
Esthetical, Cool, 
Design,
Pleasurable, Tasty 
Individualistic

Sustainable, 
Fair, Green, 

Conscious, Caring, 
Responsible, 
Collaborative





Africanah Specialty Coffee, Mt Elgon, Uganda

Dorine

Paid 2x the 
commodity price

Education

Tools



Specialty coffee accounts for 10% of the 
global production.
Interest in sustainable products is 
increasing with Fairtrade coffee having 
10% market share 
(https://www.swissfairtrade.ch/).

The Swiss consume around 7.6 
kg of coffee per year or 1200 
cups per year (second highest in 
the world)*

There was a 150% increase of 
number of people working in 
roasteries in Switzerland in 4 
years until 2016, especially in 
micro-roasteries*. 

* Procafe.ch Why now? / Trends

Companies are also required to 
comply with ESG directives 
purchasing sustainable products.



Offices
Homes & 

home-offices
via webshop



Hi Taro! I just wanted to say that 
the coffee tasted wonderful! 
O.H.

Thank you for 
the great 
coffee. We 
love it! P.C.

I tried it on the 
espresso machine 
and was very good

Photo from a client

taro ☕: Btw how was with 
the cold brew?

JC: Delicious



Email

info@hosoecaffe.ch

sales@hosoecaffe.ch

Phone/Whatsapp

+41 76 666 3534

Social Media

@hosoecaffe

https://www.linkedin.com/company/
hosoecaffe

Location

DasProvisorium

dasprovisorium.ch

Uetlibergstrasse 65

8045 Zürich, Switzerland

Website

hosoecaffe.ch
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